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SECTION 1:

SUBCONTRACTING IN THE SPANISH MEAT INDUSTRY
AND RISE OF BOGUS WORKER COOPERATIVES
348

The European Union’s meat industry is made up of almost one million workers and more than 33,600 companies,
with its production representing 1.5% of the GDP of the EU-28. Spain, with some 100,000 workers and almost
3,700 active companies, is the European Union’s second largest meat producer by number of tonnes produced
(14.6% of the total), and the third largest by value of its production (11.3% of the total)349. The Spanish meat
sector is also an expanding industry that has witnessed significant growth over the last decade: from 2008 to
2017, at the height of the economic crisis, the industry’s production value grew by 33.4%, almost 10,000 jobs
were created, and the number of hours worked went up by 13% (cf. Table 1, Annex II). As in many other industries, the weight of subcontracting in the Spanish meat industry has grown substantially in recent decades,
going up by 33% from 2008 to 2015, measured in terms of company expenditure. However, what is most significant about the subcontracting model in the Spanish meat industry is the increased outsourcing of work that
forms part of the industry’s core activities. We are mainly referring to slaughtering and cutting activities, which
are considered to be of lower added value, barely automated, subject to significant variations in demand, and
carried out under hard working conditions. In recent years, the outsourcing of these activities has grown significantly in the meat industry: up by 68% from 2008 to 2015, far exceeding the growth of subcontracting expenses
connected to ancillary activities (19%) and own personnel (1.3%) (cf. Table 2, Annex II).
All the social partners interviewed (trade unions, employers’ organisations and the Labour Inspectorate),
coincide in pointing out that the subcontracting of core activities does not take on particularly complex forms
in the Spanish meat industry. Generally speaking, there is a main contractor who enters into commercial service
agreements to outsource activities to a varying number of companies, which act as subcontractors for the
main contractor. Most of these outsourcing activities do not require subcontracting chains with several tiers,
or the participation of companies located outside of Spain, or the temporary transfer of workers from other EU
countries. In fact, the great majority of companies that use this model are Spanish-owned and operate from
within the territory. This also applies to allocated workers, although here one should point out that there is a
significant number of foreign immigrant workers. The companies that act as subcontractors in the meat industry
are characterised by having different formats and legal statutes (multiservice companies, temporary work
agencies, individual self-employed workers, etc.). However, due to their extension and impact, the so-called
“cooperativas de trabajo asociado” or worker cooperatives stand out especially (cf. Tables 3 and 4, Annex II).
The appearance of the first worker cooperatives in the Spanish meat sector dates from the nineteen eighties,
and its use became extended throughout the nineties. The different social partners interviewed coincide in
pointing out that the first cooperatives emerged from the grouping of specialised workers (slaughterers, ham
cutters) who carried out activities on a freelance basis in the industry and who, via this organisational model,
attempted to improve their capacity for negotiation with companies using their services. However, these associated worker models soon realised their limited capacity for action vis à vis meat contractors, and saw how
from an early date the principles and values of the cooperative movement (democratic participation of workers
in their management, improvement of working conditions, etc.) became distorted. Worker cooperatives, whose
operation was regulated by a specific legislation that excluded them from the basic protection mechanisms of
salaried employment (labour law protection, collective bargaining, trade union representation …), were quickly
adopted –if not directly promoted– by the meat industry contractors themselves, which saw in them a way of
flexibilising the use of the workforce without significantly increasing labour costs.

348 For a more detailed explanation of the fieldwork carried out and the sources used in this chapter, see Annex I at the end of this paper.
349 Cf. Eurostat: Annual detailed enterprise statistics for industry (NACE Rev. 2, B-E) [sbs_na_ind_r2]; Annual enterprise statistics by size class for
special aggregates of activities (NACE Rev. 2) [sbs_sc_sca_r2]; Slaughtering in slaughterhouses - annual data [apro_mt_pann] and GDP and main
components (output, expenditure and income) [nama_10_gdp].
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“[The meat industry] is a very complex game where companies need models that are highly flexible
(…). Someone designed a model based on subcontracting certain lines, which was based on workers’
cooperatives made up of self-employed workers. In fact, this was the industry’s great solution,
because it offered extraordinary flexibility”
(Representative of the employers’ organisation, FECIC)
“Cooperatives are something made up by the meat companies themselves. (…) They say to people
working as salaried workers: ‘we are going to outsource all of our slaughter or cutting activities, so if
you want to keep your job, you’ll need to become a member of the cooperative”
(Union representative, CCOO)
For employers’ organisations, subcontracting via worker cooperatives was one of the industry’s legitimate
organisation models, one whose legality was accredited for employers’ organisation representatives in
different favourable rulings by courts, and from which all parties benefitted350. In their view, on the one hand,
companies benefitted because they improved their competitiveness by attaining greater flexibility in the use
of labour, without the costs and restrictions that would have applied had the collective bargaining agreement
been enforced351. On the other hand, the workers who were cooperative members also benefitted, because in
exchange for that flexibility and at least until the onset of the economic crisis of 2007, they obtained, in the
view of the employer’s organisation, higher compensation than that agreed through the collective bargaining
agreement352. For their part, however, the trade union organisations saw in this subcontracting model from
the very start a way of impinging on the basic rights of workers, of making employment precarious, and of the
employer eluding its responsibilities. Years later, the Labour Inspectorate also backed these arguments based
on an extensive intervention in the industry, which we will examine in due course.

“Companies were doing well with it, workers were doing well with it, the model was good. But unions
didn’t do so well with it, because it didn’t fit into their model: because they were self-employed
workers they couldn’t do any union action, they had no members [in the cooperatives], they couldn’t
hold union elections, etc. So, there was a part of the meat industry workers’ collective that remained
somewhat outside of union control”
(Representative of the employers’ organisation, FECIC)
“When the main contractors are asked why they outsource, they will say it’s all about flexibility, but
what they understand as flexibility is that there is a set of regulations established by law, by the
collective bargaining agreement, that they do not want to comply with. It’s that simple”
(Union representative, UGT)
Despite the rejection of this model and the progressive trade union mobilisation, the use of worker cooperatives in the Spanish meat sector grew and developed, and reached a significant turning point in 2001. That
year, the Labour Chamber of the Supreme Court (Ruling of 17 December 2001, appeal 244/2001) rejected that
the use of worker cooperatives by meat companies constituted, as suggested by the trade unions, a case of
illegal assignment of workers (a severe infraction of the Spanish labour law)353. This ruling –and other subsequent rulings that were based on it– granted the model a certain legal security and many companies that were

350 See, for example, ANICE press release of 27 March 2018: “ANICE defiende el uso correcto de las formulas de contratación de servicos que
recoge la normativa laboral”. Available here [access 9 July 2020]: www.anice.es/anice-laboral/ano-2018/anice-defiende-el-uso-correcto-de-las-formulas-de-contratacion-de-servicios-que-recoge-la-normativa-laboral_22793_257_35079_0_1_in.html. See also ANICE press release of 3 August 2018:
“ANICE considera legitima la utilización de cooperativas de trabajo asociado en la industria”. Available here [access 9 July 2020]: www.anice.es/
anice-considera-legitima-la-utilizacion-de-cooperativas-de-trabajo-asociado-en-la-industria/notas-de-prensa-de-anice/anice-considera-legitima-la-utilizacion-de-cooperativas-de-trabajo-asociado-en-la-industria_23448_79_31686_0_1_in.html.
351 See, for example, the interview with the President of ANICE, Alberto Jiménez: “El cambio de criterio sobre las cooperativas de trabajo ha puesto
en riesgo al sector”, published in Alimarket, 18 September 2018. Available here [access 9 July 2020]: www.alimarket.es/alimentacion/noticia/284819/
alberto-jimenez--anice----el-cambio-de-criterio-sobre-las-cooperativas-de-trabajo-ha-puesto-en-riesgo-al-sector-. See also: Iñaki de las Heras,
“Trabajo multa con más de 200 millones a empresas cárnicas”, Expansión, 13 September 2018, available here [access 9 July 2020]: www.expansion.
com/empresas/distribucion/2018/09/13/5b997ba922601d27518b45ff.html.
352 See the interviews with employers’ organisations representatives.
353 The ruling of the Supreme Court of 2001 proposed that there cannot be an illegal assignment of workers when dealing with a worker cooperative, because no third party is unduly profiting (cooperative workers, as owner members of the cooperative, would be the ultimate beneficiaries of
their own assignment to another company).
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outsourcing via other models gradually moved on to worker cooperatives. From that moment, the use of worker
cooperatives in the meat industry only grew, and further intensified with the onset of the economic crisis in
2007 (with far more precarious conditions for members of cooperatives, as recognised by employers’ organisations representatives). With the onset of the crisis, the meat industry, less affected in its activity than others,
attracted a great deal of labour from other industries. Many meat companies took advantage of this influx
and the overall deterioration of the Spanish labour market, to exert pressure regarding the industry’s working
conditions and thus improve its competitiveness (and economic results).
Currently, the Spanish meat industry has around 300 worker cooperatives and their relative weight within
the sector’s business fabric has remained quite stable throughout the last decade (around 8% for the whole
industry, although their presence in the slaughtering and cutting segments is much higher) (Instituto Nacional
de Estadística, Directorio Central de Empresas, 2019). The Spanish meat industry also has worker cooperatives
that are capable of allocating a high number of workers, and which have grown in size in recent years. For
instance, Servicarne –until recently the industry’s largest cooperative– has had a total of more than 31,000
working members since it was established. In 2018 it had around 5300 active members (compared to the
3850 active members it had in 2013). Likewise, Trabajadores Asociados de la Industria Cárnica, the industry’s
second largest cooperative, has had almost 21,000 members since it started, with 2800 active members in
2017 (compared to 1400 in 2008)354. The impact of worker cooperatives is therefore much greater than one
would expect given the relatively low number of existing cooperatives. For instance, the trade union representatives who were interviewed here estimate that workers allocated through worker cooperatives represent
around 20% of the total workers employed in the meat industry. That is to say there are approximately 20,000
workers who are unequally distributed within the sector: not widely present in some segments (such as those
concerned with exporting processed meat products), but clearly a majority in others (such as companies mostly
focussing on slaughtering and cutting) (cf. Tables 3 and 4). The number of regularisations of “bogus self-employed workers” (12,000 in 2018 and some 8,000 in 2019) carried out by the Labour Inspectorate in the meat
industry worker cooperatives would seem to confirm this estimate by trade union partners355. The very fact that
the industry’s collective bargaining agreement has long made reference to the need to limit the use of worker
cooperatives is a sign of the extent to which these are present in the meat industry356.

354 Inspección Provincial de Trabajo y Seguridad Social de Barcelona (Provincial Labour and Social Security Inspectorate of Barcelona), Informe
sobre las actuaciones llevadas a cabo en la Empresa Servicarne (O.S.: 8/0019368/16), of 2 July 2018, p.17; Organismo Estatal de Inspección de Trabajo
y Seguridad Social (State Agency for Labour and Social Security Inspection), Settlement report no. 252018009800623 of 16 August 2018, p. 56; Labour
Court, number 3 of Badajoz, Ruling 96/19 of 13 March 2019, p. 11; Comisiones Obreras, “Documento resumen de la campaña de lucha de CCOO Industria contra la precariedad, el fraude y la explotación en el sector cárnico” of 18 November 2019.
355 Comisiones Obreras, op.cit., 2019, p. 4.
356 For example, Resolution of 19 March 2019, of the Directorate-General for Employment, by which the State collective bargaining agreement for
the meat industry is registered and published, BOE, no. 86, of 10 April 2019, p. 37.344; Resolution of 25 January 2018, of the Directorate-General for
Employment, by which the Collective bargaining agreement for the poultry slaughtering industry is registered and published, BOE, no. 39, of 13 February 2018, p. 17.819.
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SECTION 2:

OPERATION OF THE SUBCONTRACTING MODEL THROUGH BOGUS
WORKER COOPERATIVES: THE CASE OF SERVICARNE AS THE TIP
OF THE ICEBERG
Aside from these questions regarding the quantitative extension of the phenomenon, it is important to understand what exactly is involved in the operation of these worker cooperatives, and what their relationship is with
the client companies. For this, we can analyse the case of the cooperative Servicarne which, founded more than
40 years ago, is one of the industry’s oldest cooperatives and up until recently the largest, present in Spain’s
leading meat companies. Its relevance in the meat industry has attracted the involvement of trade unions, the
Labour Inspectorate and the Courts of Justice, generating around it a significant volume of information that is
very useful when trying to understand the role played by worker cooperatives in the meat industry. According to
the Labour Inspectorate, in the case of Servicarne, meat companies subcontracted all or part of their core activities to the cooperative by means of a commercial agreement, with the cooperative acting as a subcontractor
–which was, in theory, independent– of meat companies. Based on the orders of their clients (who increasingly
were operating on the basis of providing fresh produce almost daily and “just in time”), the managers of meat
companies used to inform the heads of worker cooperatives of the volume of production that would need to be
reached. This volume was established on a daily basis by the meat company itself, according to its needs and
without any commitment on its part as regards the production amounts subcontracted to the cooperative. Variations in the production volume expected by the client company would have determined the variations in the
number of cooperative members that ended up being allocated357. The meat companies paid the cooperative,
on the basis of the meat production obtained by the cooperative workers (measured almost always in pieces or
kilos) and on the basis of previously agreed fees with the managing team of the cooperative358. Members of the
cooperative, operating under a self-employment social security regime, were only remunerated when they were
allocated. Therefore, their inactivity –voluntary or forced– did not imply any economic cost for the cooperative
or, of course, for the meat company.
This mechanism for the allocation and use of labour created a model of “à la carte work” thanks to which
companies could have at their disposal, at their will and with total flexibility, a large volume of workers: “In
a bogus cooperative, workers enter and leave with staggering ease. They just need to say, ‘Don’t come in
tomorrow’, because workers have no rights” (Representative of the Provincial Labour Inspectorate of Barcelona).
The Labour Inspectorate has observed that the activity of these “self-employed” workers was allocated, determined and controlled by the meat company at its facilities on a daily basis, without the need to formally
recognise them as part of the company’s organizational structure. In fact, the main contractors were who
exercised the control and the organization of the production activity of the worker cooperatives at all times:
from selecting the workers who would be integrated or would remain in the cooperatives as members359, to
organising the production, quality and working pace of cooperative members360.
According to the Labour Inspectorate, the internal operation and organization of the cooperative, on the other
hand, were far from being participative, horizontal and democratic, as required by the principles of the international cooperative movement361. Members of the cooperative were not informed or consulted as regards
the agreements established with the clients, or as regards any other relevant decisions. Only 2% of members
attended annual meetings, and the great majority of them were unaware of their rights as “owner” members
of the cooperative362. Member registrations were not really voluntary, but rather a consequence of the fact
that cooperatives were often the only way of finding employment in this industry. Terminations also did not
tend to respond to a personal decision of the affected member, but rather they depended on the fluctuations
in the demand for labour in meat companies363. The workers in the cooperative lacked autonomy as regards

357 Provincial Inspectorate of Employment and Social Security of Barcelona, op.cit., 2018, p. 18.
358 Ibid., p. 35-37.
359 Ibid., p. 18.
360 Ibid., p. 34 and 38.
361 See the Statement on the Cooperative Identity promulgated by the International Co-operative Alliance in 1995 (https://www.ica.coop/en/cooperatives/cooperative-identity).
362 Provincial Inspectorate of Employment and Social Security of Barcelona, op.cit., 2018, p. 73-74.
363 Ibid., p. 18-19.
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working conditions and tasks, which were defined unilaterally and beyond their control. The members of the
cooperative were also subjected to a strict disciplinary regime that generated a very high level of sanctions
(which affected approximately 10% of the workforce every year, compared to the average of 0.15% registered in
the industry)364.
According to the Labour Inspectorate, Servicarne did not operate internally as a cooperative, nor as an independent corporate organisation that was separate from the client company. Thus, for instance, the cooperative did not have its own work centres, machinery or equipment to carry out the work commissioned365. Also,
the cooperative did not have staff dedicated to tasks like production organisation, purchasing planning or
commercial activities. The only organisational work carried out by the cooperative was centred around administrative tasks relating to staff management (collection of member fees, payroll payments, registrations and
terminations, application of the disciplinary regime...)366. Furthermore, Servicarne did not assume any corporate
risk, but instead would have invoiced the meat companies (and would have remunerated its members) on a
monthly basis only based on the work carried out and according to a price scale that had been previously
established (and which was different) with each client meat company367.
The example of Servicarne, which in the opinion of trade union representatives, can be extended to many cooperatives in the industry, was evidence of the use by meat companies of an organisation (with the appearance
of a cooperative) whose purpose was to manage and outsource labour used by client companies. Furthermore,
according to the conclusions of the Labour Inspectorate, the contribution of the cooperative to the production
process was to put at the disposal of the meat companies the number of workers that they required at any
given time, managing their paychecks, registrations and de-registrations on the Social Security self-employment contribution regime. That is to say, in short, these cooperatives carried out the tasks that would have been
carried out by the staffing departments of any company, and did not carry out any other productive function as
a company. This situation led the Labour Inspectorate to conclude that, despite its formal appearance, Servicarne did not work as a real cooperative, nor carried out an independent corporate activity as regards the meat
companies, but instead acted fraudulently368. “[Servicarne] does not provide a service to the client company,
but is rather within the client company, and is a part of it”369. In the view of the Labour Inspectorate, Servicarne
would has constituted an illegal intermediation, a case of fraudulent interposition between client companies
and cooperative workers with the aim of avoiding the application of labour regulations and thus avoiding the
costs and responsibilities implied by said regulations for meat companies370. Furthermore, by determining the
presence of the qualities of dependence and subordination in the relationship that binds the members of the
cooperative and the client companies, the Labour Inspectorate has considered that the members of the cooperative were, in fact, bogus self-employed workers371.
The intervention of the Labour Inspectorate in the case of Servicarne have thus led to the recognition of the
status of cooperative members as salaried workers of the meat companies, proceeding to their registration as
employees of said companies under the General Regime for Social Security contributions. The Labour Inspectorate also required notification to client companies of their duty to settle unpaid Social Security contributions
(for up to 4 years before) for a value of approximately 200 million euros372. Finally, the intervention of the Labour
Inspectorate regarding the cooperative led to it requesting the suspension (“disqualification”) of Servicarne as
a worker cooperative373. This disqualification was administratively approved by the Dirección General de Trabajo
Autónomo [General Directorate of Self-Employment] of the Ministry of Labour in April 2019 (Disqualification file
resolution, ref. MPL/MPL, of 30 April 2019)374, but has been legally contested by the managers of the cooperative,
which means that Servicarne continues to operate today as long as there is no final judgement on the case. The
Servicarne case is undoubtedly relevant due to the size of the cooperative, its impact on the sector, its presence
in the main Spanish meat companies and the intervention of the Labour Inspectorate. However, its operation
and characteristics are far from being exceptional according to our trade union interlocutors. Many of their
characteristics were present, to a greater or lesser extent, in many other cooperatives (and meat companies)

364 Ibid., p. 20-28 and 52.
365 Ibid., p. 30.
366 Ibid., p. 32-33.
367 Ibid., p. 35-36.
368 Ibid., p. 72-73.
369 Ibid., p. 78.
370 Ibid., p. 79 and 84.
371 Ibid., p. 85.
372 Ministry of Labour, Informe Anual de la Inspección de Trabajo y Seguridad Social 2018, p. 93
373 Provincial Inspectorate of Employment and Social Security of Barcelona, op.cit., 2018, p. 90-91.
374 See, for instance, https://issuu.com/leonoticiasdiariodigital/docs/resolucion_descalificacion_servicar or https://elpais.com/economia/2019/05/02/actualidad/1556826727_472578.html.
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of the sector: Trabajadores Asociados de la Industria Cárnica375, Serveis d’Escorxador Clavial376, Agrupación de
Desarrollo Agropecuario377, Workman378, Auga Sociedad Cooperativa379, Copergo Sociedad Cooperativa380, etc.
Therefore, in reality we are facing a pattern that appears to be repeated and widely extended throughout the
Spanish meat industry –an industry where part of its members seem to have let their competitive strategy rely
on the allocation of a large number of workers, moving away from the guarantees of the salaried employment
statute, which is reflected in the working and employment conditions of the industry.

SECTION 3:

THE IMPACT OF BOGUS WORKER COOPERATIVES ON WORKING
CONDITIONS IN THE MEAT INDUSTRY
Most workers in Spain’s meat industry are –to a greater or lesser extent– covered by employment regulations and protection mechanisms contained in the salaried workers’ statute: employment contract, collective
bargaining and union freedom, workers’ representation, labour law protection, protection against the main
contingencies faced by salaried workers, etc. In the meat industry, this general regulatory framework is further
complemented by two sectoral collective bargaining agreements: the Collective bargaining agreement of the
poultry and rabbit slaughtering industry and, especially, the State collective bargaining agreement of the meat
industry, which constitutes the industry’s reference agreement due to the number of companies and workers
it includes381.
However, this regulatory framework is not applicable to members of worker cooperatives, whose working conditions are essentially determined by Law 27/1999, of 16 July, on Cooperatives, by regional legislation regarding
cooperatives in cases where the organisation’s activities are limited to a Spanish region (Comunidad Autónoma),
as well as by the statutes of the cooperatives themselves and the decisions of their governing boards. The result
of the above is that, save for some exceptions, the operation of worker cooperatives is excluded from labour
legislation and the protection mechanisms recognised within it. The “social economy” is supposed to provide
a collaborative work context that offers other guarantees to the members of cooperatives: starting by the fact
that members are simultaneously workers and managers of the organisation that employs them and allocates
them – they are ultimately co-owners of their jobs. However, as we have seen, the reality of the cooperative
phenomenon in the meat industry usually differs radically from this hypothetical scenario of parallel guarantees. Furthermore, Spanish legislation allows worker cooperatives to choose under what Social Security regime
to register their working members382. Meat industry cooperatives have mostly opted to include their workers
under the Special Self-Employment Regime, thus binding them to a self-employed workers’ statute which in
Spain, as in other parts of Europe, offers significantly fewer guarantees than the salaried workers’ statute. As a
result, members of these cooperatives systematically have worse employment conditions and lower protection
levels than other meat industry workers, with both of these factors benefitting the companies that use them
(see Table 5, Annex II): “If you compare the cost of a worker who is under the national collective bargaining
agreement, and the cost of a worker from the cooperative, on equal terms, the latter can be 30% to 40% lower.
(…) In the context of bogus cooperatives, given that labour law does not apply, there is no way of guaranteeing
even minimum rights for workers” (Representative of Provincial Labour Inspectorate of Barcelona).
For instance, members of cooperatives have a far more precarious connection to their employment than the
rest of the workers in the industry. The trial period (6 months) during which cooperative workers may be fired
without any reason or motive (and without the right to any compensation) is much longer than that specified in
375 Labour Inspection and Social Security Consortium of Catalonia, Report number 25/0000950/18 of 31 October 2018; Labour Court, number 3 of
Badajoz, Ruling 96/19 of 13 March 2019.
376 Labour Inspection and Social Security Consortium of Catalonia, op.cit., 31 October 2018.
377 Labour Inspection and Social Security Consortium of Catalonia, Report number 172018000008389, of 20 April 2018.
378 Provincial Labour and Social Security Inspectorate of Valencia, O.S. 46/0001780/18 of 27 January 2018.
379 Provincial Labour and Social Security Inspectorate of Zaragoza, Settlement report no. 502019008029115.
380 Provincial Labour and Social Security Inspectorate of Zaragoza, Settlement report no. 502019008031539.
381 Resolution of 19 March 2019, of the Directorate-General for Employment, by which the State collective bargaining agreement for the meat industry is registered and published, BOE, no. 86, of 10 April 2019; Resolution of 25 January 2018, of the Directorate-General for Employment, by which the
Collective bargaining agreement for the poultry slaughtering industry is registered and published, BOE, no. 39, of 13 February 2018.
382 Royal Decree 84/1996, of 26 January, by which the General Regulations on the inscription of companies and the registration, de-registration and
amendment of details of workers on the Social Security system is approved, BOE, no. 50, of 27 February 1996, p. 7349-7374.
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the industry’s collective bargaining agreements (2 months for most categories) (cf. Table 5, Annex II). If to this we
add the geographic mobility imposed on members of cooperatives, or the discretion with which the sanctioning
regime is applied, it helps explain the high mobility and turnover registered among cooperative workers383. For
example, from 2012 to 2016, Servicarne renewed around one third of their staff every year, proving that this type
of mechanism is used by the meat industry to cover their short-term labour needs, with complete flexibility and
almost at no cost384. The duration of a working day, on the other hand, is not previously established in the cooperative’s regulations, and is adjusted in a flexible manner to the needs and schedules of the client companies385.
It is frequent for workers of cooperatives to be given the worst shifts (nights, weekends), without the salary
remuneration specified for said purposes in the industry’s collective bargaining agreement386. Working hours
vary frequently and, often, a working day is extended until the client company’s work is completed, which often
entails working more than 8 hours per day (these additional hours are not remunerated as “overtime”), and the
total number of worked hours is much higher (around 25%) than the annual maximum established in the collective bargaining agreement (1770 hours)387. Furthermore, cooperative workers do not have any paid vacations, and
any breaks during their working hours are not remunerated either388.
Remuneration of cooperative workers does not contemplate any annual distribution of surplus and is significantly below that of salaried workers389. In the Servicarne case, for example, even if we go by the figures
provided by the governing boards of the cooperatives, we can see how the gross income of cooperative workers
is lower (by 7%) than the minimum income established by the collective bargaining agreement for employees
at meat companies, and that is despite the fact that the number of hours worked at cooperatives is much
higher. The differences in income also increase to 23% when we look at the net salaries received, i.e. when
we deduct from the gross income a whole series of expenses that must be paid by cooperative members
(fees, payment for basic clothing and safety equipment, Social Security self-employment contributions, etc.). In
addition to this, the Social Security contribution basis of members of cooperatives is approximately half that of
salaried workers at meat companies, which has significant repercussions in terms of social protection. Average
pensions of members of cooperatives, for instance, are 41% lower than those of the salaried workers at meat
companies, and unemployment benefits (for which only 5% of self-employed cooperative workers contribute
to their Social Security payments) are 49% lower, with a maximum duration of one year, compared to 2 years for
salaried workers (cf. Table 5, Annex II).
Lastly, as regards health and safety in the workplace, cooperative workers are also less protected than salaried
workers at meat companies. For instance, in 2016 the cooperative Servicarne registered a workplace accident
rate of 117.5 accidents per 1000 workers, whereas the industry figures for that same year were 63.0 accidents
per 1000 workers390. However, the intervention of the Labour Inspectorate with regard to the cooperative also
proved that only a small percentage of the accidents that occurred (11% in 2016) were declared as workplace
accidents, and estimated that the real figure for accidents at this cooperative must be 3 or 5 times higher than
the figure declared391. Despite this, only 4% of the members of the cooperative were covered against professional contingencies (a cover that, in the case of self-employed workers, is voluntary in nature). The rest of
accidents that are not declared – the great majority – are processed as common illnesses, their management
costs being passed on to the Public Health System392.

383 Provincial Inspectorate of Employment and Social Security of Barcelona, op.cit., 2018, p. 43 and 52. See also the interviews with trade unions
representatives.
384 Ibid., p. 17 and 41
385 Ibid., p. 44; Labour Inspection and Social Security Consortium of Catalonia, Report number 25/0000950/18 of 31 October 2018, p. 3; Labour
Inspection and Social Security Consortium of Catalonia, Report number 8/0024672/18 of 31 October 2018, p. 3; Labour Inspection and Social Security
Consortium of Catalonia, Report number 172018000008389, of 20 April 2018, p. 5-6; Provincial Labour and Social Security Inspectorate of Valencia, O.S.
46/0001780/18 of 27 January 2018, p. 11 and 14.
386 See the interviews with trade unions representatives.
387 Provincial Inspectorate of Employment and Social Security of Barcelona, op.cit., 2018, p. 45; State Body for Social Security and Labour Inspection, Settlement report no. 162018009800709 of 25 July 2018, p. 125; State Body for Social Security and Labour Inspection, Settlement report no.
132018009801310 of 23 July 2018, p. 172; Provincial Labour and Social Security Inspectorate of Valencia, O.S. 46/0001780/18 of 27 January 2018, p. 12.
388 Provincial Labour and Social Security Inspectorate of Barcelona, op.cit., p. 45; Labour Court, number 3 of Badajoz, Ruling 96/19 of 13 March 2019,
p. 13; Provincial Labour and Social Security Inspectorate of Valencia, O.S. 46/0001780/18 of 27 January 2018, p. 5-6.
389 See Table 5, Annex II. Also: Provincial Labour and Social Security Inspectorate of Valencia, O.S. 46/0001780/18 of 27 January 2018, p. 12-13; Labour
Inspection and Social Security Consortium of Catalonia, Report number 172018000008389, of 20 April 2018, p. 7; Labour Inspection and Social Security
Consortium of Catalonia, Report number 25/0000950/18 of 31 October 2018, p. 4-5; Labour Inspection and Social Security Consortium of Catalonia,
Report number 8/0024672/18 of 31 October 2018, p. 4-5; Labour Court, number 3 of Badajoz, Ruling 96/19 of 13 March 2019, p. 22-23.
390 Provincial Inspectorate of Employment and Social Security of Barcelona, op.cit., 2018, p. 61.
391 Ibid., p. 60-61.
392 Ibid., p. 61. See also the interviews with trade unions and Labour Inspectorate representatives.
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Precarious and unsafe working conditions in cooperatives

MEAT COMPANIES

WORKER COOPERATIVES
Collective
bargaining

None

Entitled and covered

Union
representation

None

Entitled

Trial period

6 months : Workers can be fired anytime without
compensation
Variable working hours defined according to the
needs of the client company:

• Worst shifts (night shifts, weekends)
Working hours

• No remunerated breaks during working

2 months (for most categories)

• 1770 hours per year, maximum 9
hours per day.

• Breaks within working hours are
recognised and remunerated.

hours

• Often more than 8 hours a day, without
overtime pay
Gross salary: Self-employed workers in cooperatives receive 7% less
than salaried employees of meat companies

Salary (2017)

Net Salary: Self-employed workers in cooperatives receive 23% less
than salaried employees of meat companies

Paid holidays

None

Paid leave

Most leaves are not remunerated

30 days per year
As established in the Workers’ Statute
plus any improvements of the collective
bargaining agreement

Fringe benefits

to those of the salaried workers of meat companies

Retirement
pension
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arduous work, length of service.
Benefits for self-employed workers in cooperatives are 49% lower

Unemployment

Occupational
accident rate
(2016)

Bonuses for night shifts, hazardous/

None

The pensions of self-employed workers in cooperatives are 41% lower
than the pensions of salaried workers of meat companies.

• 117.5 accidents per 1000 workers [The Labour
Inspectorate estimates that the real accident
rates are 3 or 5 times higher than those
declared]

• 63.0 accidents per every 1000 workers
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Despite the weight of the data, the social partners interviewed here hold different positions when it comes to
assessing the impact of this outsourcing model on the working conditions and rights of meat industry workers.
On the one hand, representatives of employers’ organizations defend the legality of an outsourcing model
which, in their view, is positive for all parties (flexibility in exchange for greater remuneration)393. From their
point of view, the only negative impact that this model has on the working conditions of cooperative members
is if they are remunerated less than what is specified in the collective bargaining agreement. They see this
situation as a new development, attributable to the context of the economic crisis that started in 2007. They see
it as the result of “malpractice” contrary to industry practices, of “improper” actions carried out by a reduced
number of companies which, with their behaviour, have ended up breaking a company “toy” that until now
had worked for everyone. They consider we are looking at a negative –yet controlled and reversible– effect, a
delimited effect that should not lead to questioning the legitimacy and usefulness of the outsourcing model
implemented.

“In 2007, with the onset of the crisis, some companies said (…) ‘with such an extraordinary offer of
workers, why pay 50% more, if these guys don’t want it, these others will’ (…). The malpractice of some
companies started to shake up the model (…) the unions had arguments they didn’t use to have
(…). Some tried to take advantage of the model and get so much yield out of it that they ended up
breaking their toy”
(Representative of the employers’ organisation, FECIC)
For its part, the Labour Inspectorate coincides in pointing out that the Spanish meat industry is not in itself a
fraudulent industry. It also does not question the use of worker cooperatives or other forms of outsourcing in
the meat industry, provided these are within the limits of legality. The problem for the Labour Inspectorate lies
in that its interventions showed that many of these “cooperatives” were not, in fact, acting as such, but rather
as interposed companies that served to elude the responsibilities and obligations of client companies –the
real employers of the workers allocate through these bogus cooperatives. This type of situation detected in the
meat industry (“bogus cooperatives” that allocate “bogus self-employed workers”) has a negative effect, not
only on the employment rights and working conditions of members of cooperatives, but also on the sustainability of the Social Security system and on the competition conditions within the industry (damaging those
companies that do assume their responsibilities as employers). From the point of view of the Labour Inspectorate, the outsourcing model via (bogus) worker cooperatives is not legal, or in accordance with the law, not for
the fact that it resorts to cooperative models, but rather because, in many cases, the mobilised organisations
are not acting as independent cooperatives of the client companies.

“We aren’t talking of cooperatives –we are talking of bogus cooperatives. We are only interested in
them when this kind of fraud comes into play. Why? Firstly, because we need to respect the rights of
workers. Secondly, because there should be fair competition in the market. And thirdly, because this
has economic consequences on the sustainability of the Social Security system”
(Representative of the National Office for Fraud Prevention of the Labour Inspectorate)
“In most cases these are not real cooperatives, but rather bogus cooperatives. That is, in theory a
legitimate contracting model has been used, because the employer can subcontract whatever
they deem fit but the problem is it’s done in such a way that does not respect
the minimum legal criteria established”
(Representative of the Provincial Labour Inspectorate of Barcelona)
Lastly, the main industry unions have perceived the use of the (bogus) worker cooperatives as not only an
illegal model for organising the meat industry (bogus cooperatives and bogus self-employed workers), but also
as a model that should be rejected in itself for impinging on the basic rights of workers and allowing employers
to elude their responsibilities. They see it as a mechanism for making the use of labour flexible and precarious, which is excluded from the mechanisms of negotiation and protection recognised under labour law, and
which, in that regard, provides a great deal less in terms of guarantees. The subcontracting problem in the
meat industry would thus not only be limited to the single issue of remuneration, or even to the fraudulent use
393 See, for example, Iñaki de las Heras, op. cit. 13 September 2018; ANICE op. cit. 27 March 2018 and 3 August 2018. See also the interviews with
employers’ organisations representatives.
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of the worker cooperative model, although this undoubtedly worsens the issue. The problem lies in the very
practice of subcontracting the industry’s core activities (be it under formulae of bogus cooperatives or others);
in the trend of employers managing a significant number of workers allocated in the production process from
outside the main organization. These practices, many of them currently considered “legal” within the Spanish
legal framework, are what weaken the rights of workers and make employment progressively more precarious.

“If I subcontract, I have workers towards whom I do not need to take on any responsibility. Any
problem they have is not my company’s problem, I simply subcontract a service, and my production
has to come out one way or the other (…). When you have workers on a payroll you need to negotiate
the annual working hours with the work council, and this does not happen in a subcontracted
company, because you pay for a certain number of hours, or an activity, and how these hours are
supplied is up to the subcontracted company. (…) From the moment in which companies can subcontract under worse conditions than those in the collective bargaining agreement, it then becomes a
case of blackmail against the workers of the main contractors. (…) And if, to top it off, your subcontracting is done illegally, then …”
(Union representative, UGT)
Aside from these assessments, what seems evident is that the model of bogus worker cooperatives allowed a
very flexible use of labour and a significant reduction in labour costs. Companies that resorted to this model
achieved a significant competitive advantage as regards their competitors, many of which ended up emulating
the system. The meat industry thus seemed to be doomed to fall into a spiral of progressive deterioration of
employment, a spiral in which salaried work (and its protection mechanisms) ran the risk of being completely
replaced by workers who were much more unprotected. The meat companies assumed no responsibility for
these workers, whose costs for allocation and use were directly assumed by the workers themselves or, ultimately, by society as a whole. The impact of the use of bogus cooperatives in the meat industry implied not
only a negative impact on workers’ rights, but also on Social Security accounts (i.e. on the sustainability of the
social protection systems). It was a model that also threatened to expand not only to other companies in the
industry, but also to other industries. All of this led to an intensification of the trade union mobilisation in the
sector that connected with other mobilisations that were happening around the use of bogus self-employed
workers in what has been termed platform capitalism. The meat industry also witnessed different attempts to
regulate the cooperative phenomenon, and especially, a broad intervention by the Labour Inspectorate against
bogus cooperatives and bogus self-employed workers in the meat industry.
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SECTION 4:

MOBILISATION AND ACTIONS IN THE FACE OF CHALLENGES POSED
BY BOGUS WORKER COOPERATIVES IN THE MEAT INDUSTRY
The outsourcing of core activities via bogus worker cooperatives, as we have seen, has spread relentlessly in
the meat industry throughout the last two decades. Having seen the failure of the strategy of legal mobilisation
against bogus cooperatives (recurrent rejection of the argument of illegal assignment of workers based on
the 2001 ruling of the Supreme Court), the main unions tried to set in motion other initiatives that limit their
negative impact on the meat industry. Since the start of the 00s, for instance, an attempt was made, with little
success, to use the industry collective bargaining agreement as a way of regulating the use of cooperatives in
the industry. Collective bargaining agreements included statements of intention in favour of limiting the use
of cooperatives, and even more specific agreements by which meat companies committed to progressively
reduce the use of members of cooperatives (to a point where these would not exceed 15% of their workforce,
for example) or not to use cooperatives simultaneously with other flexibilisation formulae, such as temporary
hiring or irregular working hours. Many of these agreements and statements are still maintained today in the
collective bargaining agreements that are in force394, but the trade union organisations have not been able to
guarantee compliance with them, as some of the union representatives interviewed have recognised self-critically. Beyond these difficulties of union action, the truth is that these agreements were inserted in what are
known as the obligation clauses of the collective bargaining agreements (of lower legal effectiveness) and did
not provide for any monitoring instrument. Compliance with these agreements thus depended to a greater
extent on the will of the parties, a will which, in light of the persistence and the spread of the cooperative
phenomenon in the meat industry, seems not to have been very firm on the part of the companies. On the
other hand, the impossibility of legally obliging worker cooperatives (or other subcontracting formulae that
have started to crop up in the industry, such as multiservice companies) to apply the collective bargaining
agreement in force, or the fact that the industry collective bargaining agreement barely has any effects on the
actors that determine the industry’s employment conditions (such as retail distribution chains), made evident
the current limitations of collective bargaining in regulating and controlling the subcontracting chains of the
meat industry. For the sector’s union organisations, although separate mobilisation strategies have been maintained, it was also made evident that one needs to broach the problem of subcontracting at a higher level
(transcending the context of sectoral collective bargaining), involving a larger number of actors (Ministry of
Employment, Labour Inspectorate, Regional Governments, political parties), and applying more diversified and
ambitious union strategies (mobilisations and strikes combined with negotiation processes, media pressure
on the meat product distribution chains, continuous claims before the Labour Inspectorate, search for political
alliances to promote legislative reforms, etc.).
One of these proposals, which emerged in the context of the recent negotiation of the collective bargaining
agreement (2018), was the creation of a tripartite Round Table, under the supervision of the Ministry of Labour,
which would deal specifically with the regulation of subcontracting in the meat industry395. The country’s
political instability and the consequent paralysis of the Ministry of Labour has meant, however, that the Round
Table has barely had a chance to hold meetings. Furthermore, there are also discrepancies among unions as
regards the opportunities and implications of an initiative of this kind. Thus, whereas some trade union organisations saw in it an opportunity to reach an agreement to regulate subcontracting in the sector, others feared a
manoeuvre of the employers’ organisations to buy time and try to paralyse the intervention then being carried
out by the Labour Inspectorate against bogus cooperatives. As a result of all of the above, this attempt at a
tripartite dialogue has not produced any noteworthy results, and the search for a dialogue-based solution to
the problem of subcontracting in the meat industry (the need for which is shared by all parties) has been put
on hold while the country’s political situation is stabilised, and the consequences (administrative and legal) of
the recent intervention by the Labour Inspectorate are digested and clarified.

394 Resolution of 19 March 2019, of the Directorate-General for Employment, by which the State collective bargaining agreement for the meat industry is registered and published, BOE, no. 86, of 10 April 2019, p. 37344; Resolution of 25 January 2018, of the Directorate-General for Employment, by
which the Collective bargaining agreement for the poultry slaughter industry is registered and published, BOE, no. 39, of 13 February 2018, p. 17819.
395 Ibid.
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Another path for action also explored, also with little success to date, is legislative reforms. In recent years,
there have been certain parliamentary initiatives that have tried to reform the Cooperatives Law in force396.
Some regional parliaments have approved regional regulations regarding cooperatives that seek to adjust
state regulations to the specific nature of the cooperative phenomenon in each region. In certain cases, such
as Catalonia, which concentrates around 40% of the Spanish meat industry, the approved law (Law 12/2015,
of 9 July, on Cooperatives), attempted to correct some of the shortcomings of the state regulations, making it
necessary, for instance, for worker cooperatives registered in Catalonia to apply to working members the same
working conditions specified in the industry’s collective bargaining agreement. Despite this, the new Catalan
regulations have received significant criticism, not only from representatives of employers’ organisations, but
also from union representatives and the Labour Inspectorate (mainly due to their poor efficiency and the
possible perverse effects deriving from their application). Thus, for instance, it has been pointed out that
the regulations are not being applied, and that the comparison of work conditions, when it has been made,
has most often been limited to a question of perceived salaries, with many other compensations and rights
covered in the collective bargaining agreement being ignored397. At the same time, it has been noted that it is
very simple to avoid applying the regulations: registering cooperatives that function in Catalonia as state-wide
cooperatives, passing on salary equalisation costs to cooperative members, etc.398 Finally, there have been
reports that the regulations impose significant obstacles to the true cooperative movement, and that, without
meaning to, they could even end up “laundering” the operation of certain organisations which, as bogus cooperatives, should be expelled from the industry and not simply regulated in some of their dimensions399.
Lastly, as regards the different paths of action explored, the intervention of the Labour Inspectorate was,
according to all of our interlocutors, the most determining factor of the changes recently applied in the meat
industry. As a result of union complaints, and given the scope (and progressive degradation) that the phenomenon had acquired, the Labour Inspectorate started to become much more sensitive to the risks and challenges of subcontracting practices (bogus cooperatives and bogus self-employment), which did not only affect
the meat sector400. For instance, the Plan Director por un Trabajo Digno 2018-2020 (Master Plan for a Dignified
Job, 2018-2020) of the Labour Inspectorate, made one of its priority lines of action the fight against bogus cooperatives and bogus self-employment, which has been implemented in the meat industry with the start-up of an
ambitious national campaign against this trend. The Labour Inspectorate, after having established that there
were cases of illegal intermediation in which supposed cooperatives were acting as fronts for client companies
who were looking to avoid their responsibilities as employers, proceeded to register on the client companies’
Social Security General Regime all of the workers from these bogus cooperatives (thus giving these workers
access to the rights and protections recognised to employees)401. This led to the regularisation of some 12,000
bogus self-employed workers in the meat industry in 2018, and a further 7,800 in 2019, leaving approximately
1,200 workers that have yet to be regularised, from some 10 companies that still use the bogus worker cooperative model, according to union estimates402.
The main (bogus) worker cooperatives of the meat industry have been rendered practically inoperative. Servicarne, following the last regularisation processes in the companies of the Vall Companys group (December
2019), now has barely one hundred cooperative members (compared to the 5,300 members it had at one point
in 2018)403. Furthermore, as we saw in April 2019, the Ministry of Labour, at the request of the Labour Inspectorate, withdrew from the cooperative the licence to continue operating as such (a decision which was appealed
before the courts, thereby allowing it to continue operating for the time being)404. Trabajadores Asociados de
la Industria Cárnica, the industry’s second largest cooperative, approved its dissolution as a cooperative in
April 2019, which also happened with Clavial (the third largest) and Workman (the fourth)405. Others, such

396 In February 2018, for instance, the parliamentary group Unidas Podemos presented at the national Parliament a draft law for amending the
Cooperatives Law, which proposed that all cooperatives acting as subcontracted companies should include their members under the General Regime
of the Social Security system, and apply to them the Estatuto de los Trabajadores (the Spanish Labour Code) and the relevant collective bargaining
agreement. The proposal was not developed due to the parliamentary deadlock, which led to several elections being held.
397 See, for example, the interview with UGT-FICA trade union representative in Catalonia.
398 See, for example, the interview with Labour Inspectorate representative in Barcelona.
399 See, for example, the interview with Labour Inspectorate representative in Barcelona.
400 Proof of this are the recent figures for regularisations of “bogus self-employed workers” recorded in Spain (not only in the meat industry): from
1,103 in 2016 and 1,845 to 2017 to 18,851 in 2018. Cf. Ministry of Labour, op.cit., 2018, p. 66.
401 See the interviews with Labour Inspectorate representatives.
402 Comisiones Obreras, op.cit., 2019, p. 4. See also the interview with the representative of Comisiones Obreras.
403 Comisiones Obreras, op.cit., 2019, p. 4-5 and Comisiones Obreras Industria “Nota de prensa” (Press release) of 5 December 2019.
404 https://elpais.com/economia/2019/05/02/actualidad/1556826727_472578.html
405 Comisiones Obreras, op.cit., 2019, p. 4-5.
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as Auga Sociedad Cooperativa, are still active, but they have changed their statutes so that members are
included under the Social Security General Regime according to Comisiones Obreras. Despite the fact that the
Labour Inspectorate has not imposed sanctions as such, its intervention in work centres has involved notifying
client companies of their duty to pay Social Security contributions with a retroactive effect of 4 years and
20% surcharge, amounting to a total of 200 million euros for Servicarne alone, as it involves some fifty meat
companies in total406.
In the more specific case of Catalonia, where the bulk of the competencies as regards Labour Inspection are
transferred to the regional government, the Labour Inspectorate campaign took the form of interventions in
120 work centres of 110 companies of the meat industry, as well as in 26 worker cooperatives. As a result of said
interventions, 7,263 workers who provided their services as cooperative members within the Special Self-employment Regime of the Social Security system were registered as employees under the Social Security General
Regime, and then fell under the State Collective Bargaining Agreement of the Meat Industry. Up to September
2019, the Social Security system in this region collected a total of 8.1 million euros for unpaid contributions
from the meat industry, and furthermore, the activity of all bogus worker cooperatives linked to the meat
companies inspected was halted407. However, the intervention of the Labour Inspectorate in Catalonia (which
is accountable to the regional government except for matters concerning Social Security) sparked something
of a controversy. The representative of the Provincial Labour Inspectorate of Barcelona (which is accountable
to the Ministry of Labour and not the regional government) criticised that the intervention in Catalonia had
used different criteria than other interventions carried out in other parts of Spain, making it possible for many
Catalan companies to regulate the situation of their “bogus self-employed workers” without having to face
large settlement payments, which has distorted industry competition and led to often opposing positions
between different employers’ organisations408.
In any case, it is undeniable that the intervention of the Labour Inspectorate in the Spanish meat industry
as a whole, coupled with union mobilisation and pressure, has meant that many companies in the industry,
regardless of their strategies in the courts, choose to sit down at the table with trade unions to negotiate the
regularisation of their “bogus self-employed workers”. Thus, this intervention has had reach and impact, and
has allowed the heads of the Labour Inspectorate to conclude that, while we are awaiting the resolution of the
ongoing legal proceedings, the problem of the bogus worker cooperatives in the meat industry is resolved at
this point in time.

“For us, to a large extent, the phenomenon [of the bogus cooperatives] in the meat industry has been
dealt with. I don’t know about other industries, but in the meat industry, to a large extent, it has been
halted, at least going forward; looking back it isn’t, because it is still in court”
(Representative of the Special Directorate of the Labour Inspectorate)

406 The Servicarne case is fully in the courts today (with 48 ongoing legal proceedings) due to the disagreement of companies with the conclusions
and interventions of the Labour Inspectorate. For the moment, only four cases have been resolved, three of which have sided with the client companies of Servicarne, and one with the General Treasury of Social Security and the Labour Inspectorate, although it is still early to say how the multiple
legal proceedings that are still ongoing will be ruled. For information about the intervention of the Labour Inspectorate across Spain, see: Ministry
of Labour, Informe Anual de la Inspección de Trabajo y Seguridad Social 2018, p. 93; Comisiones Obreras, op.cit., 2019; Comisiones Obreras Industria
“Nota de prensa” (Press release) of 5 December 2019.
407 Labour Inspection and Social Security Consortium of Catalonia, Actuaciones en el sector cárnico en Cataluña, 19 September 2019.
408 See the interview with Labour Inspectorate representative in Barcelona.
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SECTION 5:

BEYOND BOGUS WORKER COOPERATIVES: THE CHALLENGES
FACING SUBCONTRACTING IN THE MEAT INDUSTRY
In general terms, the intervention of the Labour Inspectorate has been strongly questioned by the main
employers’ organisations. Although with slight differences in their positions, these organisations have defended
the legality of the existing subcontracting model, advocating only for the incorporation of measures to avoid
the most severe abuses registered. The proposal from employers’ organisations basically consists in incorporating a series of self-limitations on the use of worker cooperatives, whether it be by means of the collective
bargaining agreement (seeking a formula that provides legal efficiency and guarantees to the agreements
reached) or by means of one-off legal reforms (such as regulating the subcontracting of self-employed workers
in cooperatives by means of the Self-Employment Statute Law)409. The existing subcontracting model would
thus be safeguarded, regulating what the employers’ organisation perceives to be its most pernicious effects:
members of the cooperative receiving lower income (and therefore, future benefits). The solution would consist
in aligning the members of the cooperative with the Social Security General Regime (or directly including them
in it), and applying the collective bargaining agreement, at least as regards remuneration aspects (leaving other
problems untouched, such as the deregulation of the working hours, the extreme flexibilization of the use of
labour, the lack of protection as regards occupational risks, etc.).

“Are we going to scrap the model? Well no, the model has been proven to be good,
it’s efficient, and it works for everyone, if we do it right. What we need to do
is regulate the model and provide protection”
(Representative of employers’ organisation, FECIC)
For employers’ organisations, the recent intervention of the Labour Inspectorate in the industry represents an
unjustified shift in the approach (with a motivation that is more “ideological” than “technical”) as regards a
subcontracting model that has been known and in force for decades in the meat industry410. From their point
of view, this is a model whose legality has been guaranteed by the favourable rulings accumulated over the
years, and which is now strongly disrupted by the legal insecurity generated as a result of the intervention of
the Labour Inspectorate –one that questions the legality of the model, but which has been appealed by the
meat industries. Employers’ organisations consider that the reform of the subcontracting model in force has
not been negotiated, putting at risk, as they see it, the viability of many companies that are not able to assume
the payments deriving from the Inspectorate’s intervention411.
Union representatives, for their part, have a very positive view of the recent intervention of the Labour Inspectorate, as they believe it has made it possible to halt the abuses of bogus worker cooperatives:

“We have not put an end to subcontracting the core activity, but the model of the cooperative is
about to become extinct, and that was the greatest problem”
(Union representative, CCOO)
The coupling of the intervention of the Labour Inspectorate with pressure from the unions has made it possible
to regulate most of the bogus self-employed workers that existed in the industry, and to reduce to a minimum
the existence of bogus worker cooperatives. Having been included in the Social Security General Regime, most
of these bogus self-employed workers registered a significant improvement in their working and employment
conditions, benefitting from a whole series of rights (collective bargaining agreement, social protection, union
representation, etc.) from which they were excluded before. But does this mean that the problem of subcontracting in the meat industry has been solved? The union representatives interviewed do not believe it does.

409 See the interviews with employers’ organisations representatives.
410 See, for example: ANICE op. cit. 27 March 2018 and 3 August 2018; Iñaki de las Heras, op. cit. 13 September 2018. See also the interviews with
employers’ organisations representatives.
411 See, for example: ANICE op. cit 27 March 2018 and 3 August 2018. See also FIAB-ANICE-PROPOLLO press release of 27 February 2018 “Evaluación
del impacto de las acciones iniciadas por la inspección de trabajo”, available here [access 9 July 2020]: www.anice.es/industrias/ano-2018/impactode-las-actuaciones-de-la-inspeccion-de-trabajo_22134_236_30159_0_1_in.html.
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Firstly, many of the factors that push companies to seek these highly flexibilised (and precarious) organizational models in the meat industry have not been resolved, nor do they depend exclusively on the meat
industry (operation of retail distribution chains, regulation of commercial working hours, impact of free trade
agreements, etc.). In this regard, there is a risk of returning to a similar situation to what existed before the
intervention of the Labour Inspectorate. The employers’ representatives recognise that many companies in the
industry have opted to regularise the situation of their bogus self-employed workers, given the uncertainty and
the fear generated by the intervention of the Labour Inspectorate, but many of them would also support going
back to the traditional subcontracting model once any uncertainties regarding its legality are clarified legally.
The employers’ organisations recognise that it would be hard to return to the same starting point, but they do
believe it is possible that there will be a certain recovery (with adjustments) of a model that is also present
in other European countries412. Thus, despite the fact that the presence of bogus self-employed workers and
bogus cooperatives has been significantly reduced in the sector, the future of this industry is still uncertain and
will greatly depend on the direction that the ongoing legal proceedings will take.

“A regularisation process has started, and there has been a multiplicative effect with these interventions by the Labour Inspectorate, but it is certainly not finished, by any means. (…) In many cases,
instead of incorporating members of cooperatives into the personnel of the main contractors, what
they have done is transform the cooperative into a subcontractor”
(Representative of the Provincial Employment Inspection of Barcelona)
On the other hand, as this representative of the Labour Inspectorate points out, the regularisation of bogus
self-employed workers has not always been made effective by absorbing them into the workforce of the
main contractors, as might have been desirable, but rather via different kinds of subcontracting (multiservice
companies, commercial companies, etc.). These formulae are especially advantageous in contexts such as the
Spanish market, where since the labour reform of 2012, company agreements are above industry bargaining
agreements:

“Now [following regularisation] there may be even more subcontracting via multiservice companies
than in the past, because there has been, not a replacement effect, but some companies have said: ‘if
the focus is on cooperatives, then I will channel it to multiservice companies”
(Union representative, CCOO)
In some cases, the mobilised subcontractors have even been created ad hoc by the meat companies, which
have used them as “fronts” so that they can continue using a large group of workers without assuming any
responsibility towards them as employers. The members of the cooperative then went on to become employees
of the new commercial company created and subcontracted by the meat company, carrying out the same
functions they had carried out previously and holding the same jobs they had at their (bogus) worker cooperatives413. Although all of these scenarios undoubtedly indicate an improvement in general terms compared to
bogus cooperatives, and give more rights to their workers, the working conditions to which these subcontracted
workers are subjected are not quite comparable to the client companies for which they work.

“Working conditions should in theory be the same because the commercial company should apply
the collective bargaining agreement, but the truth is that these [subcontracted] people are unprotected – because there is a high turnover, they are temporary workers, they do not have an internal
union organisation (…). There is a series of negotiations that the collective bargaining agreement
states that legal representatives should carry out with the main contractor
(negotiation of bonuses, calendars, holidays…), but given that [often de facto] there is no legal
representation of workers in subcontracted companies, then they simply aren’t negotiated,
and that leads to poorer working conditions”
(Union representative, UGT)

412 See the interviews with employers’ organisations representatives.
413 This has been the case of the regularisation process of 1,600 bogus self-employed workers from different cooperatives that formed the bulk of
the Catalonia staff of one of the main Spanish meat groups (Grupo Jorge) (cf. Tabla 4). These bogus self-employed workers were then integrated into
a commercial company (Axparia Trade) created and subcontracted by the meat company itself during the regularisation process. This was a case of
illegal assignment of workers, where UGT-FICA union pressure led to the meat company rectifying, and finally accepting to include these workers as
members of their personnel. Regarding this case, see: Labour Inspection and Social Security Consortium of Catalonia, Reports no. 25/0000950/18 and
8/0024672/18 of 31 October 2018.
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The situation makes trade union organisations positively value the progress that has been made, but also call
for a global solution to the subcontracting phenomenon in the meat industry414. A solution that would require,
among other factors, reforms not only in the state-wide cooperatives law (for instance, incorporating measures
to expedite interventions against “bogus cooperatives”), but also in the Spanish Workers’ Statute (restricting
the use of subcontracting to specialised activities that the company cannot carry out).

SECTION 6:

FINAL CONCLUSIONS
The case of the Spanish meat industry constitutes a clear example of the progressive process of emptying (of
functions, resources, workers and rights) registered by companies in many European industries. It is a process
of transformation of the employment world, which aspires to build a “company without workers”, where the
allocation and use of people’s production capacities do not imply their formal and stable integration in the
company. In short, it aspires to fully exercise the functions of an employer without assuming any of the obligations and responsibilities that said statute implies. Cases such as the meat industry under study here show
that subcontracting and outsourcing of production activities (including core activities) are an essential part of
this strategy, and remind us that resorting to formulae and statutes of employment (such as “bogus self-employment”) that offer less protection than that afforded to salaried workers, are not exclusive to so-called
platform capitalism.
The case of the meat industry in Spain has allowed us to highlight the negative impact of subcontracting on the
working conditions and rights of workers, both subcontractors and, in the medium term, all salaried workers:
loss of purchasing power and lower protection levels, extension and deregulation of working hours, higher
accident rates and health risks, precarious relationship between workers and their jobs, etc. In the case of
the meat industry, this negative impact has undoubtedly been aggravated by the (allegedly fraudulent) use of
labour formulae that eschew the protection mechanisms of salaried work (such as the bogus worker cooperatives we have analysed). However, as we have seen, the negative impact of subcontracting extends beyond this
specific model for outsourcing activities, whose legality is being questioned today in Spain. The debate about
the purpose, the impact and the regulation of subcontracting should therefore be extended equally to other
less extreme formats that may even be considered legal under the current European regulatory framework.
In this regard, this analysis of the Spanish meat industry has also made evident that the resolution of the
problems associated to subcontracting is complex and requires the involvement of different actors and institutions at different levels. Neither union action on its own, nor collective bargaining, will provide a global, lasting
response to the challenges posed to workers’ rights by subcontracting practices. Despite the above, this case
study has made evident the extent to which the simultaneous and decided intervention of labour authorities
and union organisations can improve the situation of an industry.

414 See the interviews with trade union representatives.
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ANNEX III:

SOURCES USED AND FIELD WORK CARRIED OUT
The bulk of the information used in this paper stems from two essential sources: the in-depth interviews made
of key informants (see the table further below for more detailed profiles) and the documentation (provided
by the trade unions) generated by the intervention of the Labour Inspectorate in the Spanish meat industry
(2017-2019). The in-depth interviews were all carried out in Spain (except for the interview of the representative
of the European trade union) between November and December in 2019. The industry’s most representative
union and employers’ organisations were selected, as well as the areas of the Labour Inspectorate that have
played a more decisive role in the intervention in the meat industry. All of the interviews were recorded with
the prior consent of the interviewees, their content transcribed and subsequently analysed following the usual
practices of qualitative analysis techniques of this kind. As regards the documentation of the Labour Inspectorate (intervention reports, settlement reports, etc.) only part of the existing information has been analysed.
These reports are based on surprise visits to the work centres made by inspectors, on the analysis of abundant
documentation requested from the companies regarding their operation, and on the interviews of workers and
company managers carried out on-site. In cases as important for our study as that of the cooperative Servicarne, the Labour Inspectorate visited all of the work centres where it was present, which facilitated a global
vision of its operation (making it possible for there to be a subsequent request to the Ministry of Labour for its
disqualification as a cooperative). Both types of materials have been complemented with the analysis of court
rulings (where many aspects of the operation of the meat industry are detailed), of documents (by academics,
unions and employers’ organisations) regarding the meat industry, as well as of statistics regarding the sector
from Eurostat and the Spanish Instituto Nacional de Estadística. The tables of annex II provide more details
regarding the use of these sources.

EUROPEAN TRADE UNION
E1

Deputy Secretary General (European Federation of Food, Agriculture

EFFAT

and Tourist Trade Unions)

21/11/2019

DOMESTIC TRADE UNIONS (SPAIN)
E2

Comisiones Obreras

Sectoral Secretary of the Food Industry, Federación Estatal de Industria

23/10/2019

E3

Comisiones Obreras

Sectoral Secretary, CCOO-Industria, Cuenca (Castilla La Mancha)

5/12/2019

E4

Unión General de
Trabajadores

Sectoral Secretary of Food, Beverages and Tobacco, Federación de
Industria, Construcción y Agro (FICA)

29/11/2019

E5

Unión General de
Trabajadores

Sectoral Secretary of Food, Beverages and Tobacco, Federación de
Industria, Construcción y Agro (FICA-CATALUÑA)

8/11/2019

E6

Unión General de
Trabajadores

Sectoral Secretary of Food, Beverages and Tobacco, Federación de
Industria, Construcción y Agro (FICA-PAÍS VALENCIANO)

21/11/2019

NATIONAL EMPLOYERS’ ORGANISATIONS (SPAIN)
E7

Federación Empresarial
de Carnes e Industrias
Cárnicas (FECIC)

E8

The Spanish Asociación Nacional de Industria de la Carne en España (ANICE) has also been interviewed for this
research. They finally refused to appear in this report because they feel their position concerning the outsourcing
model is misunderstood and they do not agree with the conclusions of the report.

Secretary General, FECIC

11/11/2019

LABOUR AND SOCIAL SECURITY INSPECTORATE (SPAIN)
E9

Labour and Social
Security Inspectorate

Director, Special Directorate of the Labour and Social Security
Inspectorate, Ministry of Labour

5/11/2019

E10

Labour and Social
Security Inspectorate

Director, National Office for Fraud Prevention of the Labour and
Social Security Inspectorate

5/11/2019

E11

Labour and Social
Security Inspectorate

Labour Inspector (Barcelona)

3/12/2019
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ANNEX IV:

SUPPORTING DATA ON THE MEAT INDUSTRY
2008

2009

2010

Enterprises (number)

4,153

4,099

4,035

Production value (million euro)

19,015

18,087

Production of meat (thousand tonnes)

5,684.2

Value added at factor cost (million euro)

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

4,062

3,910

3,297

3,455

3,657

3,714

3,661

18,744

20,209

20,400

21,400

21,684

23,867

23,591

25,358

5,338.9

5,466.8

5,588.8

5,573.6

5,481.8

5,758.4

6,052.7

6,471.7

6,597.3

3,664.5

3,540.8

3,609.2

3,604.6

3,582.8

3,424.0

4,171.2

3,919.7

3,960.3

4,120.9

Persons employed (number)

86,871

83,909

83,344

83,277

80,812

81,020

83,250

85,450

91,098

96,576

Employees in full time equivalent units (number)

81,852

79,745

78,559

78,514

75,425

72,949

78,010

81,144

86,102

91,162

Personnel costs (million euro)

2,277.0

2,218.2

2,238.0

2,326.1

2,192.4

2,227.4

2,234.5

2,350.7

2,483.3

2,649.3

Hours worked by employees (thousands)

151,089

146,106

143,347

143,017

137,535

133,539

143,588

148,550

152,532

162,155

12.0

12.3

11.9

11.5

10.7

10.4

10.3

9.8

10.5

10.4

Share of personnel costs in production (%)

2011

Source: Eurostat, Annual detailed enterprise statistics for industry (NACE Rev. 2, B-E) [sbs_na_ind_r2]; and Production of meat.

Table 2. Evolution (gross and relative) of costs for staff and outsourced activities in the Spanish meat sector, 2008-2015. Unit: thou. euros and percentage
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Staff costs

2.297.133

2.246.274

2.265.737

2.349.065

2.214.503

2.225.021

2.238.392

2.326.545

Costs of work carried out by other companies

627.493

615.943

695.974

726.088

667.827

644.555

781.432

1.052.009

Costs of external services (*)

1.589.897

1.590.239

1.666.720

1.700.413

1.736.418

1.700.457

1.670.939

1.898.050

TOTAL outsourcing costs (*)

2.217.390

2.206.182

2.362.694

2.426.501

2.404.245

2.345.012

2.452.371

2.950.059

2008-2009

2009-2010

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

2008-2015
(%)

Staff costs

-2,2

0,9

3,7

-5,7

0,5

0,6

3,9

1,3

Costs of work carried out by other companies

-1,8

13,0

4,3

-8,0

-3,5

21,2

34,6

67,7

Costs of external services (*)

0,0

4,8

2,0

2,1

-2,1

-1,7

13,6

19,4

TOTAL outsourcing costs (*)

-0,5

7,1

2,7

-0,9

-2,5

4,6

20,3

33,0

Source: Author’s own using data from the Spanish National Statistics Institute, Estadística Estructural de Empresas: Sector Industrial report (2008-2015).
(*) Costs of external services: in order to be able to estimate the cost of outsourced works only, the following costs are not included: “leases and fees”, “insurance premiums of non-social policies”, “banking services and
similar” and “utilities (electricity, water, etc.)”. Based on the data from the Estadística Estructural de Empresas report we know that, in 2016 and 2017, these costs represented 26% of the total of “Costs of external services” in
the “Food Industry” (of which the meat industry is the most relevant). An estimate is made for the meat sector, deducting for each year 26% of the total cost of external services.
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Table 3. Examples of outsourcing relationships (description of tasks and number of workers involved) in
the Spanish meat industry (Grupo Vall Companys, 2018-2019)
CÁRNICAS FRIVALL. SOCIEDAD LIMITADA (CUENCA). GRUPO VALL COMPANYS.
Tasks: Only Administration, Sales, Quality, Human Resources and Maintenance activities. Production

Main contractor

tasks completely outsourced.
TOTAL EMPLOYEES MAIN CONTRACTOR: 42
• SERTRADEC PRODUCTION MEAT, Sociedad Limitada (commercial company, meat industry): no. of
workers not specified. Tasks: cutting, shipments, freezing and packing, packaging.
• COPERGO (Worker cooperative): 30 cooperative member workers. Tasks: ancillary slaughtering jobs

Subcontracted
companies

• AUGA SOCIEDAD COOPERATIVA (Worker cooperative): 9 cooperative member workers. Tasks: Pallet
handling work
• GLOBAL CARNE (Worker cooperative): 46 cooperative member workers. Tasks: main slaughter line
• SERVICARNE (Worker cooperative): 300-400 cooperative member workers. Tasks: cutting room,
shipments, freezing and packing, packaging.
TOTAL SUBCONTRACTED WORKERS: around 500

CÁRNICAS CINCO VILLAS, SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA (ZARAGOZA). GRUPO VALL COMPANYS.
Tasks: except for the slaughtering in the morning shift, employees mostly work on commercial and

Main contractor

administrative activities.
TOTAL EMPLOYEES MAIN CONTRACTOR: 98
• SERVICARNE (Worker cooperative): 115 cooperative member workers. Tasks: slaughter room (mainly
afternoon shift).
• COPERGO (Worker cooperative): 530 cooperative member workers. Cutting tasks and shipments.

Subcontracted
companies

• POLMARK SERVICIOS EXTERNOS, Sociedad Limitada (multiservice commercial company): no.
of workers not specified. Tasks: washing boxes, packaging, filleting, freezing and hygiene
maintenance of facilities.
• AUGA SOCIEDAD COOPERATIVA (Worker cooperative): 60-70 cooperative member workers. Tasks:
Pluck processing and ancillary services.
TOTAL SUBCONTRACTED WORKERS: more than 715

FRIMANCHA INDUSTRIAS CÁRNICAS, SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA (CIUDAD REAL). GRUPO VALL COMPANYS.
Tasks mostly (130 workers) in the Administration, Sales, Quality and Maintenance Departments.
Production tasks: 15-20 employees in the cooked meat products room (where the work is considered

Main contractor

more complex, given the industrial procedure it requires). Production jobs include: Production
Manager, Head of Meat Products in cooked products and Logistics Manager.
TOTAL EMPLOYEES MAIN CONTRACTOR: 150
• SERVICARNE (Worker cooperative): 200 cooperative member workers. Tasks in slaughterhouse,

Subcontracted
companies

meat products and consignments sections.
• CURTIVAL, Sociedad Anónima (commercial company, textile industry): 2 employees. Tasks:
treatment of hides and cow leather
TOTAL SUBCONTRACTED WORKERS: 202
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AVÍCOLA DE LLEIDA, SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA (LÉRIDA). GRUPO VALL COMPANYS.
Main contractor

Tasks: supervision of subcontractors, quality control and office work.
TOTAL EMPLOYEES MAIN CONTRACTOR: 51
• SERVICARNE (Worker cooperative): 166 cooperative member workers. Tasks: slaughtering of
animals, cutting and deboning.
• ADAPTA FACILITY SERVICES, Sociedad Limitada (commercial company, meat industry): 132 workers.

Subcontracted
companies

Tasks: cutting.
• APSALABO, Sociedad Limitada (multiservice commercial company): 36 workers. Tasks: labelling.
• SERVEIS ESCORXADORS DEL SEGRIA (SERESSE), Sociedad Anónima (commercial company part of
the same business group, Vall Companys): 45 workers. Tasks: slaughtering and classification of
animals.
TOTAL SUBCONTRACTED WORKERS: 379

Source: author’s own based on the reports from the State Body of Labour Inspection and Social Security, Settlement reports no. 132018009801310 (pp.
106-107), 162018009800709 (pp. 57-58) and 252018009800623 (pp. 107-108); Provincial Labour and Social Security Inspectorate of Zaragoza, Settlement
reports no. 502019008029115 (p. 22), 502019008031539 (p. 78) and 502018009802014 (pp. 83-84).
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Table 4. Examples of subcontracting relationships (description of tasks and number of workers involved)
in the Spanish meat industry (Grupo Jorge, 2018)
GRUPO JORGE WORK CENTRE LOCATED IN BARCELONA
Main contractor LE PORC GOURMET, Sociedad Anónima, commercial company, meat industry, part of Grupo Jorge
Subcontracted companies
• TRABAJADORES ASOCIADOS DE LA INDUSTRIA CÁRNICA-TAIC (worker cooperative) for the slaughter of pigs
• SERVEIS D’EXCORSADOR CLAVIAL/OFICICAT (worker cooperative) for the loading of carcasses.
TOTAL SUBCONTRACTED WORKERS: around 326

Main contractor RIVASAM INTERCONTINENTAL, Sociedad Anónima, commercial company, meat industry, part of Grupo
Jorge

Subcontracted companies
• AUGA SOCIEDAD COOPERATIVA (worker cooperative) for the cutting of pig carcasses, freezing and loading of produce
• SERVEIS D’EXCORSADOR CLAVIAL/OFICICAT (worker cooperatives), for packing, freezing and packaging of pork products
TOTAL SUBCONTRACTED WORKERS: around 827

Main contractor PRODUCTOS PORCINOS SECUNDARIOS, Sociedad Anónima, commercial company, meat industry, part of
Grupo Jorge

Subcontracted companies
• ASERVEIS D’EXCORSADOR CLAVIAL/OFICICAT (Worker cooperatives) for skinning of entrails.
TOTAL SUBCONTRACTED WORKERS: around 198

TOTAL SUBCONTRACTED WORKERS IN THE WORK CENTRE: 1351

GRUPO JORGE WORK CENTRE LOCATED IN LÉRIDA
Main contractor FORTUNE PIG, Sociedad Limitada, commercial company, meat industry, part of Grupo Jorge
Subcontracted companies
• TRABAJADORES ASOCIADOS DE LA INDUSTRIA CÁRNICA-TAIC (worker cooperative) for the slaughter of pigs
TOTAL SUBCONTRACTED WORKERS: around 73

Main contractor RIVASAM INTERCONTINENTAL, Sociedad Anónima, commercial company, meat industry, part of Grupo
Jorge

Subcontracted companies
• TRABAJADORES ASOCIADOS DE LA INDUSTRIA CÁRNICA-TAIC (worker cooperative) for the cutting of pig carcasses.
TOTAL SUBCONTRACTED WORKERS: around 157

Main contractor PRODUCTOS PORCINOS SECUNDARIOS, Sociedad Anónima, commercial company, meat industry, part of
Grupo Jorge

Subcontracted companies
• SERVEIS D’EXCORSADOR CLAVIAL /OFICICAT (worker cooperatives) for: stripping of entrails, packing of pluck and
cleaning of large intestine.
TOTAL SUBCONTRACTED WORKERS: around 35

TOTAL SUBCONTRACTED WORKERS IN THE WORK CENTRE: 265
Source: author’s own based on reports from the Labour Inspection and Social Security Consortium of Catalonia, Reports number: 25/0000950/18 and
8/0024672/18
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Table 5. Comparison of working conditions and protection levels for workers in the Spanish meat industry
WORKER COOPERATIVES
Gross salary
(2017) (*)

MEAT COMPANIES

Poultry sector: €9-12 /hour. Meat sector: €10-15 /hour.

€11,88 /hour, €1752 /month (12 pays),

€1623 /month (12 pays), €19481 /year

€21024 /year

Self-employed workers in cooperatives receive 7% less (€1543) than salaried employees of meat
companies
Amounts deducted monthly:
-Income tax withholding (**)
-Mandatory cooperative fee: € 50 /month
-Work clothes, hand tools and others: around €30 /
month

Net salary
(2017) (*)

-Self-employment Social Security contributions: 29.8%
of contribution basis, €267/month (with minimum
contribution basis)
-Additional accident cover (***): 2.2% of contribution
basis, around €20 /month
-Additional cover for termination of activity
(unemployment) (***): 2.2% of contribution basis,
around €20/month

Amounts deducted monthly:
-Income tax withholding (**)
-Contribution to the General Regime of
the Social Security system: 6.35% of the
contribution basis, around 111.39 € /month
[The employer pays for the rest of the
contributions to the worker’s social
security, 28.6% of the contribution basis]
APPROXIMATE SALARY: €1641 /month (12
pays), €19692 /year

APPROXIMATE SALARY: €1269 /month (12 pays), €15224 /
year
Self-employed workers in cooperatives receive 23% less (€4468) than salaried employees of meat
companies

Fringe benefits

None

Social Security
contribution
basis

€893.1 /month

Bonuses for night shifts, hazardous/
arduous work, length of service.
Contribution basis depends on the salary
of each worker. The minimum contribution
basis Is 1752 €/month

Contribution bases of self-employed workers of cooperatives are 49% lower (€859 /month) than
those of salaried employees of meat companies
In order to have this protection, self-employed
workers need to pay an additional contribution to
Social Security (2.2% of the contribution basis). Most
(95%) of the members of the cooperative do not pay
for this insurance. The cover amount would be 75%
of the contribution basis, that is, with the minimum

Occupational
accident
protection

contribution basis (the most common among selfemployed workers): €669 gross/month, €22.3 /day. For
members without cover, the cooperative pays 26.5 €/
day for a maximum of a year in the case of “evident”

Salaried workers in the industry have
100% of this risk covered. The benefit is
100% of the contribution basis as from
the first day. In the case of the minimum
contribution basis considered: € 1752
gross/month, €58.46 /day.

accidents. The rest of workplace injuries (most) are
processed as common illnesses (with 10 days of benefit,
by decision of the head of the team)
Protection for self-employed workers in cooperatives is 62% lower (€1083 /month) to that of salaried
workers in meat companies
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WORKER COOPERATIVES
Occupational
accident rate
(2016)

MEAT COMPANIES

117.5 accidents per 1000 workers
[The Labour Inspectorate estimates that the real
accident rates are 3 or 5 times higher than those

63.0 accidents per every 1000 workers

declared]
Between the 4th and 20th day of sick
leave, workers receive 60% of the

Protection
for common
illness or nonoccupational
accident

Between the 4th and 20th day of sick leave, workers

contribution basis (€1052.4 /month,

receive 60% of the contribution basis (€535.86 /month,

€35.08 /day). As from the 21st day of

€17.8 /day). As from the 21st day of sick leave, cover is

sick leave, cover is 75%. In certain cases,

75%

the collective bargaining agreement
establishes a salary supplement of €10.4
/day

The protection of self-employed workers of the cooperatives is 49% lower (€516 /month) to that of
salaried workers of meat companies
order to have this protection, self-employed workers
must make an additional Social Security contribution
(2.2% of the contribution basis). The duration of the
benefit depends on the days for which they have
contributed to Social Security. The minimum is one
year of Social Security contributions (eligible to
receive the benefit for 2 months) and the maximum

Unemployment

protection (eligible to receive the benefit for 1 year)
is reached after the worker has been contributing to
Social Security as a self-employed worker for 6 years.
Benefit amount: 70% of the contribution basis for the
first six months (€625,2/month), 50% for the rest (€446.5
/month).

Salaried workers in the sector have this
risk covered, like all salaried workers
under the General Regime of the Social
Security system. The duration of the
benefit depends on the number of days
worked. The minimum is one year of
Social Security contributions (4 months of
benefit) y and the maximum protection (2
years of benefit) is reached after 6 years
of contributing to Social Security as an
employee. Benefit amount: 70% of the
contribution basis for the first 6 months
(€1226.4 /month), and 50% for the rest
(€876 /month).

Benefits for self-employed workers in cooperatives are 49% lower (601.2 €/month) to those of the
salaried workers of meat companies

Dismissal
compensation

No cover

Wage guarantee
No cover
fund
Depends on contributions made to the Social Security

Retirement
pension

system. The current average would be around €712.97/
month (12 pays)

Depends on whether the cause of the
dismissal is objective or not
Covered
Depends on the contributions made to
the Social Security system. The current
average would be €1214.34/month (12
pays)

The pensions of self-employed workers in cooperatives are 41% lower (€501.37 /month) than the
pensions of salaried workers of meat companies

Trial period

6 months

2 months (for most categories)
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SECURING WORKERS’ RIGHTS IN SUBCONTRACTING CHAINS

WORKER COOPERATIVES

Working hours

Paid holidays
Paid leave

MEAT COMPANIES

Variable working hours defined according to the

1770 hours per year, maximum 9 hours per

needs of the client company. They tend to have the

day. Companies have 120 hours per year

worst shifts (night shifts, weekends) and have no

as a maximum to alter the daily working

remunerated breaks during working hours. Often the

hours (extending them by a maximum of 2

working day ends whenever the work that the meat

hours or reducing them by a maximum of

company has planned ends (exceeding 8 hours per day,

3 hours). Breaks within working hours are

without these hours being remunerated as “overtime”).

recognised and remunerated.

None (except for the Heads of Teams, but never 30
days)
As established in the Cooperatives Law (very basic).
Most leaves are not remunerated

30 days per year
As established in the Workers’ Statute
plus any improvements of the collective
bargaining agreement
According to the annual training plan of

Training

None

Union
representation

None

Entitled

Collective
bargaining

None

Entitled

each company

Source: Author’s own based on: Provincial Labour and Social Security Inspectorate of Barcelona, Informe sobre las actuaciones llevadas a cabo en la
empresa Servicarne (O.S.: 8/0019368/16), of 2 July 2018, pág.39-62 and Comisiones Obreras Industria, “Rueda de prensa 27 de diciembre de 2017”.
(*) Although the industry’s unions have provided examples of paychecks of cooperative workers which show amounts lower than these (which is also
confirmed by the Labour Inspectorate), the salary calculations (patronage dividends) of cooperative members have been made based on the information provided by the Governing Board of the cooperative Servicarne. The data referring to salaries in meat companies refer to minimum salaries
included in the industry’s collective bargaining agreement, with real salaries tending to be higher.
(**) The comparison does not take into account Income Tax withholdings, given that the amounts to be deducted do not only depend on the workers’ remuneration, but also on the family/personal circumstances (young children, type of household, other available incomes, etc.)
(***) Additional cover for accidents and termination of activity is not mandatory for self-employed workers in cooperatives (most do not tend to pay
for these). However, they are taken into account in the calculation to make the comparison more accurate, given that salaried workers are covered
for these contingencies.
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